Protect your electric utility’s ‘cash register’

Electric meters are the “cash registers” of the electric utility distribution system. Ensuring your large key account electric meters are working properly is critical for the electric utility and your key account customers. NMPP can assist you with making sure your electric meters are operating properly.

Meter reliability can erode over time
Meter connections can corrode, loosen and fail over time. Other factors such as environmental, manufacturing or vandalism can also impact meter reliability. NMPP’s Meter Verification Audit service detects these and other common problems which can allow for the repair or replacement of faulty meters.

Saving money and reducing disruptions
Proactively checking your system’s largest meters is a smart investment. Staying on top of meter mainenance helps your utility prevent losses, avoid disruptions of service and reduce any negative surprises to your largest electric customers.

Service deliverables
• Accuracy verification (connections, multipliers, factory pre-sets)
• Inspections
  • Installation errors (meter seating, connections)
  • Environmental damage (lightning, chemical deterioration, dust accumulation)
  • Diversion attempts (tampering, vandalism, removal efforts)

For more information contact:

Mandy Hansen, Member Services Coordinator, (800) 234-2595, ahansen@nmppenergy.org

OR

Rich Eymann, Electrical Dist. O&M Specialist, (402) 473-8207, reymann@nmppenergy.org